
  

FAVOURITE 
BAND

FAVOURITE 
FOOD

Nachos

FAVOURITE 
PLACE TRAVELLED

TRAVELLED TO

FAMILY CAR

HOBBIES FAVOURITE 
QUOTE

FAVOURITE 
DRINK

Latte
Engaged to the lovely

Lara with two dogs
Max & Ruby

Mazda BT50 

WHERE TO NEXT CAREER

Previously worked as
a carpenter for 6 years
before joining the team

at TBS.

Hilltop Hoods

South West Rocks
Top of QLD Fishing - anything

outdoors
Live life today,

yesterday’s gone & 
tomorrow may never

come.

Fiji

MEET OUR SALES TEAM MEMBER 
Darcie Alley

Tamworth: 6763 2800 | Armidale: 6771 3320

www.tambuild.com.au

You are invited to Compass - August 23. An exciting online event hosted by Grand Designs Australia’s Peter 
Maddison and presented by COLORBOND™ steel to launch their refreshed colour palette.

Compass is a 360º virtual event that helps COLORBOND® steel customers explore and navigate what’s new
and what is next for the design and building industry across Residential as well as Commercial and Industrial 
sectors.

Connect with the people, ideas and initiatives that are shaping our industry and nation, through a mix of 
dynamic keynotes and tailored expert sessions. See how continuous innovation, unique approaches to design 
and the increased sustainability embedded with building and manufacturing practices are helping Australians 
and Australia thrive.

To join head to https://colorbondseries.eventsair.com/colorbond-2022-colour-refresh/register-now/Site/Register

NEW PRODUCT RELEASE

18V Brushless 4-Stage Impact Driver

Makita has a tradition of innovation in the cordless impact driver category, and the 18V LXT Brushless 4-Speed 
Impact Driver (DTD172) sets new standards. The DTD172 o�ers users four speeds, as well as Makita’s exclusive 
application modes for increased fastening control. The unique application models use the brushless motor’s 
electronic controls to �nd the best balance of speed and torque for each application for more e�cient fastening. 
Another precision setting is Tightening Mode (T-mode), which downshifts and reduces rotation and impact speed 
prior to driving the screw into place, and is engineered to minimize screw thread stripping, screw breakage and 
damage to work.

The DTD172 delivers industry-leading performance in a compact and ergonomic design.

Added features include the one-touch 4-speed power selector button under the chuck, which enables one-hand-
ed speed changes, and reverse rotation auto-stop mode which stops rotation and impact when the fastener is 
loosened adequately to help prevent overloosening and dropped fasteners.

DTD172RTJ


